Hints Poland
Will Bar Jews
In Parliament

Reprisal for Protests
by Dr. Thon, Polish
Daily Reports

(Syrian Tabasschir-Agency)
Warsaw, Dec. 4.—Polish Jew-
ry, 9,000,000 in number, may not
have any representation in the
tate Polish parliament, it is dis-
ised here by the well-informed
Polish daily, Illustrated Kurier
Gozdobny.
This, it is understood, may be
an act of revenge on the part of
Polish government on many of the
strongly worded address delivered
in the Polish parliament by Dr.
Jozef Tarnowska, in which he accused
the Polish government before the
tolent, of neglecting the Jewish
population and of reducing it to
egacy.

The Polish Representation

According to the Polish paper, the
electoral system in Poland will be
changed in a way that it
will be impossible for the Jewish
nosity to return a single deputi
to the Sejm. A special parliamen-
tary session will be held, the joi-
nected, and the constitution
will be amended, abolishing pro-
portional representation in the
Sejm and in the Senate.

The present election ordinance,
according to the paper, will be
replaced by a system similar to
the British constituent majority
system, in which only the whole
y will elect a majority in the
in which Jewish voters have an
r, they will thus be
depred from representation in the

For printing the speech delivered
by Dr. Thon in the parliament, in
which he accused the government
of the desperately difficult position of Polish
Jews, a weekly, Thon, Folkbladet, which appears in Biala,
Polish Upper Silesia, was confis-
cated today.

Poles Clamp Ban
On Weekly Paper

Suspension Is Held Result of
"False Propaganda"
Columns of Opinie

(Warsaw, Dec. 4.)—The Polish
Jewish daily, Opinie, which was
established by Dr. Isaac Gruen-
baum, former member of the Po-
lish parliament and now executive
member of the Jewish Agency, was
closed down today by the authori-
ties.

No reason for the suspension of
the publication was given. It was
believed, however, that this meas-
uere was taken by the government
because of the constant attacks
which the paper carried against


Era of Mental Giants Nears,
Tots 'IQ's Reach New Highs

In the age of supermen daw-
ning? Or are the psychologists
just spoiling the public with their
high-falutin' intelligence quotient

"That's the question that seems
to be agitating the public at the
present moment. After a longbarren interval during which an
upsetting world was burning with
infant prodigies at widely separated periods, suddenly
the heavens have opened and have prac-
tically digested the world with

Within a period of three days,
two tots have enjoyed a puzzling
amazing IQ's. The first, a
looking world on Sunday when
the Jewish Daily Bulletin dis-
covered that the educational clinic
of the College of the City of New
York values him as the most re-
markable subject of the IQ test

The IQ test has had its entire


Palestine Investment
Firm Increases Capital

(Warsaw, Dec. 4.)—The capital
fund of the South African
Palestine corporation, Nisyan,
will be increased from £10,000 to
£50,000. It was announced today
at the annual meeting. The
company's capital has already
been subscribed for, officials of the
company stated.

Interest on loans made by the
company in Palestine will be re-
duced, it was declared.


Reich Zionists
Fear Nazi Ban
On Movement

Attacks by Berlin Press
Give Leaders Concern
Over Future

This is the expression today that the
Zionist movement in Germany,
which has hitherto been permitted by
the Nazi government, may soon
be prohibited.

A tense situation for Zionist
activities in Germany has been
precipitated by a series of anti-
Zionist articles now running in the
Volkische Beobachter, the official
organ of the Nazi party and of the
German government. The ar-
ticles were written by Dr. Alfred
Ribnert, Hitler's right hand
man, and are prominently fea-
tured in the Volkische Beobachter.

The Zionist slogan of the
present government is "Juden und
volk". This slogan is now being
appealed to by a series of anti-
Zionist articles now running in the
Volkische Beobachter, the official
organ of the Nazi party and of the
German government.

The particular emphasis of
these articles is on the idea of the
Jewish question in Germany,
where the Nazi regime now con-
grues with that of the German
government.

The articles have been written
by Dr. Alfred Ribnert, Hitler's right
hand man, and are prominently fea-
tured in the Volkische Beobachter.

The Zionist slogan of the
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Boycott Leader Attacks On Saar Rights

Denounces Bullying Tactics by Nazis; Places Hope in Trade Ban

(Continued from Page One)

GATTOWA, Germany (New York, December 5, 2564)

The new anti-war movement in the world today is led by the German Communist Party. The party is leading a vigorous campaign against the Saarland, a province in the south of Germany, which was ceded to France by treaty after World War I. The Saarland has been the subject of frequent discussion in recent years, as its status as an autonomous region within the German Republic remains uncertain. The Saarland was granted to France after World War I and has since been subject to a number of disputes over its sovereignty. The German Communist Party has been active in supporting the Saarland's aspirations for greater autonomy and national recognition. The party's stance on the Saarland issue is consistent with its broader strategy of opposition to capitalist exploitation and imperialism, and its support for the interests of the working class and oppressed nations.
Jews Have Cast Best Record, And Win Share of $100 Prizes

The Fourth Biggest Jewish News of the year has made this Friday. It is not too late to enter competition for a share in the $100 cash prize. It is entirely to the writer of the best 300-word prize copy for the Jewish News and high school divisions.

Concurrently with the end of the news period for the fourth week, names of the winners in the third Biggest Jewish News of the year has made this Friday. The judicious board which passes on the merits of each letter and whose decisions in the contest are final, is meeting today. Once again, an increase of letters from school and college students has been noticed and the board may have an even more difficult time than it had last week to decide the winners in these divisions.

Many Join Competition

Another fact noted is that the number of letters from high school and students each week. Many replies and student letters submit- ted excellent letters and because they were not judged among the contest, the judging people have been discouraged. Others have entered the contest regularly. The latter have the better chance of winning a share of the $100 distributed so far.

The contest is highly educational. It develops the news discrimination and the patience of the writer. It is interesting because it brings the reader in closer contact with the editors. It reveals the keen in- site that readers of the Bulletin benefit from in their daily lives. It is lucrative because of the prize money.

This contest is open to everyone. All readers of the Bulletin may enter. It is open to all men and women who read the Bull- etin are eligible. High school stu- dents have had a great opportunity of winning cash prizes, medals, and points for their school and the Scopus Trophy.

Toward Harris High School is leading in the school division with 155 points. The winners in this group are greatly pleased because they will be running for the News Trophy, which is a cup that will be presented with the greatest number of points at the end of the semester.

In B. Levy Spur Division every week. Prizes are the same each week. Those who do not attend a college or high school the first prize is twenty-five dollars, second prize, ten dollars, and third prize, five dollars. In the collegiate group the cash awards are the same as in the reader unit. High school students may earn ten dollars for first prize, five dollars for second prize, and two dollars for third prize. Gold, silver, and bronze medals also are given to winners of the first three prizes, respectively.

The contest ends Friday and the winners of the third week's Big News Contest will be announced Monday, too.

Syracuse Temples Unite on Kashrut

Jewish Education Also Hails New Department of Hebrew U.

That was decided upon at a recent meeting of the national executive board, which also made plans to make for the third year the school- atch in Yeshiva College maintained by the order for two years, the order for the coming year.
A Poor Job

The campaign which Alfred Rosenberg, Hitler's right-hand man, has launched against the Zionist movement in Germany can be easily explained. It is nothing but the formalization of the trial of the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion" which is to resume soon.

Herr Rosenberg is the transistor of these "Protocols" into German. As the final expression of his entire political career was built up on the works which he published in connection with the "Protocols", the German court in Berlin is to establish the spuriousness of this document, to show that it must save his face by linking the Zionist movement to the Protocols.

The series of articles which Herr Rosenberg is now running in the Voelkische Beobachter, alleging that the German Zionists leaders, acting as an integral part of the fictitious "Jew" party, tricked Germany during the war, will not be taken seriously by the German public. Whatever thing about the role which the Jews played in the German army will be discredited.

The fact that not less than 12,000 Jews fell on the German front is the best argument against Herr Rosenberg's agitation.

Everybody knows that during the war, the allies of the groups in Germany were totally isolated from the world Zionism movement. It is therefore almost impossible for Herr Rosenberg to do what he does—that the Zionist leaders of Germany helped the anti-German movements and that Palestine from Turkey.

Nazis leaders have on many occasions emphasized that the Zionists, as a purely nationalistic movement, coincides with the nationalistic and racial movements. Zionism is pro-German. It is on the strength of this theory that the Jewish leaders in Germany have not yet been able to prove that Zionism is not an enemy of Germany.

Now Rosenberg comes up with this theory. Anxious to whitewash the "Protocols", "he tries very hard to attach to them the idea that German Zionists leaders interfered in internal affairs and disturbed the balance against Germany. The job which Herr Rosenberg is now doing is not an easy but the most precious. It will certainly not influence the court in Berlin.

Between the Lines

"Equality for Jews" in the Saar

The agreement between the French and the German government for the territorial settlement of the Jews in the Saar for the "good of all" is a delusion. It is nothing but a belief of the Jews by the French government, because it is not the only proof that it comes to international relations the Jews are in the hands of one government against another.

It was the French government which stimulated various Jewish organizations in the League of Nations asking that the Saar should not be turned over to Germany unless Jewish equality is fully guaranteed. It is the Foreign Office that wanted to see as many Jewish petitions to the League to put forward their points of view.

Jewish Sold Out

The Jews were used by the French government as a medium to create more sentiment against the German people in Germany. In exchange the French government promised the Jews in the end that the Saar would be done to protect the Jews.

What has happened to this promise now? In Germany the Jews agreed to pay sixty million dollars compensation to France for the loss of the Saar. As a result of the Jewish interest were practically made the Jewish people. The United States of the United States was left to the Jews in the Saar for another sixty million dollars.

What will happen to them after the year is over nobody seems to care.

French Guilty Conscience

One of the chief faults of the French is that it acknowledges itself an understanding by the French government had performed the services of the Jews. As a result of this Jewish conscience.

This is particularly true that if not for the Jewish conscience the French government would have been able to obtain the sixty million dollars which she is to get from the Jewish people in the Saar. Of all the issues which have been raised against Germany with regard to the Saar, the problem of Jewish nationality was the strongest.

A Lesson for Jewish Leaders

The bargain which France has now struck with Germany at the expense of the Jews will no doubt be used by those who are conducting Jewish political movements to use the French government as a more diplomatic in the future and not to sell Jewish interests to others.

The Jewish Leaders

As to the assurances given by the representative of the League of Nations to the Jews in the Saar they are not sufficient, it can only be said that this assurance simply emphasizes the fact that the Jews in the Saar will face a Jewish government. It is the true government, even though not "extensive."

The League of Nations, like the United States, has not justified the hopes laid upon them by world Jewry. Their appeal to the Jews was not the result of the interests of national minorities but the result of its appeal to "big business." It is not for nothing that many countries in the world will bring their national minority objections more serious of paper.

The Jews of Vienna

To the Editor, Jewish Daily Bulletin:

I have read the correspondence recently appeared regarding the旨在 of the Jews of Vienna who have lost all their belongings in either way to save us from the Jewish colleagues who have received their benefits and have not been able to help them.

Scots at Charge

Of Communism

Not content with accusing the Talmud Torah of failing religiously, Rabbi Silver charges them with being breeding places of Communism. Poor, weak Talmud Torah, what doth it know of such a belief! But Rabbi Silver can apparently be involved, even in a private Jewish school, even if the charge is not well to its. New York Times December 13, 1934.

The NGO's need not to worry. It will not lose too many of its Jews, according to Rabbi Silver's articles. On the contrary, I believe that the NGO's need not worry. I myself have recommended the Bulletin to at least four or five of my friends. I myself have not been able to come to the NGO's for the sake of his articles. And so, I believe, will many others.

It is not my habit to write letters about my friends. I tell Mr. Ziff that he is a real Jew. I tell him that I don't think of it. I have also said that I don't think of it. I believe that the NGO's need not worry. I myself have recommended the Bulletin to at least four or five of my friends. I myself have not been able to come to the NGO's for the sake of his articles. And so, I believe, will many others.

The NGO's need not to worry. It will not lose too many of its Jews, according to Rabbi Silver's articles. On the contrary, I believe that the NGO's need not worry. I myself have recommended the Bulletin to at least four or five of my friends. I myself have not been able to come to the NGO's for the sake of his articles. And so, I believe, will many others.

Between the Lines

By S. MOLAR
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Syrian Suspension May Effect Council

The suspension of the Syrian parliament may indirectly affect the work of the United Nations

The United Nations Security Council on Tuesday ordered the resumption of a joint session of the Assembly of the members of the Arab League in Jerusalem, which was adjourned on April 12. The Security Council's action was prompted by the expressed desire of the Arab League to resume its meetings.

Jewish Frontier Analyzes Bias

An analysis of anti-Jewish discrimination by the New York Jewish Press has been published. The article discusses the issue of discrimination against the Jewish community in New York, and highlights the work of the Jewish Frontier, a national organization dedicated to the advancement of Jewish rights.

Cites Edison in Anti-Nazi Drive

The New York Times has published an article by Edison, a prominent anti-Nazi figure. The article discusses the role of Edison in the anti-Nazi movement, and highlights his efforts to mobilize public opinion against the Nazi regime.

Ten Years Ago

The Jewish Daily Bulletin

December 5, 1924

LONDON. — Sir Edward Albert Balfour, oldest member of the British Parliament, died on December 4.

LONDON. — Arthur Samuel, Minister of Agriculture, took the oath of office in Parliament.

Five Years Ago

WASHINGTON. — Morich Dulles, Secretary of War, and President of the Jewish community of Riga, was received by President Coolidge.

LONDON. — Daily Mail reported that there was a joint conference of H. C. L. Jones, chief secretary of the Palestine government, and the Jewish laborer who led the strike, would return to Palestine after his vacation.

One Year Ago

GENEVA. — Norman Bentwich, former Attorney General of Palestine, has been appointed by the United Nations Security Council as a special representative to the Jews in the Holy Land. The Security Council's action was prompted by the expressed desire of the United Nations General Assembly to resume its meetings in Jerusalem.

From coming from Thomas A. Edison, this statement was welcomed by the press as an appeal for the improvement of the situation in Palestine. The statement was also seen as a positive step in the peace process between Israel and the Palestinians.

Polish Peasants Charge Jews Poison Their Cattle

The Polish Peasants Association has charged that Jews were poisoning cattle owned by Polish peasants. The association has threatened to take legal action against the Jews.

Austria Allows Renewed Drive to Gain

Austria has allowed the renewed drive to gain international recognition. The move was prompted by the expressed desire of the Austrian government to improve its international standing.

Refuses to Intervene With the Distribution of Propaganda

Austrian Foreign Minister, Dr. Karl Schuschnigg, has refused to intervene in the distribution of propaganda by the Nazi government. The move was prompted by the expressed desire of the Austrian government to maintain its neutrality.

The Austrian Anti-Semitic Association, long dormant, renewed its activities in reaction to the new anti-Semitic measures. The association has threatened to disrupt the meetings and publications of the Austrian government.
Rabbi Claims
Proof of U. S. Fascist Unity

Wealthy Reactionaries Back Movement, He Says

(Special to the J.D.B.)

BALTIMORE, Dec. 4—Declaring he had documentary evidence that the various organizations in the United States that are conducting "red-baiting" activities, "have received "lavish" subventions from wealthy reactionaries," Dr. Bernard Joseph, formerly of Montreal, Canada, will appear at an organizational meeting of the Jewish Khadi, local municipal coun-

cil, when Rabbi Reub Naha-

shab, executive secretary of the organization, will address the public in the coming weeks.

The Rabbi also stated that he had evidence of the movement's activities in other parts of the world, including the United States.

Polish Zionists
Protest Entries To Palestine

Certificate Distribution by Agency Called Unfair

(Washington, D.C.)—The National Zionist groups today had called protests to Jewish Agency headquar-

ters in Palestine against the refusal of the agency to issue certificates to 2,000 immigrants who have been waiting for months. The protests were issued by the World Zionist Executive. The central committee of the Western Galician Zionist organization complained that for the first time no certificates were issued to middle class Jewish immigrants.

The League for Working Palestine, affiliated with the Laborites, has also been protesting, and has been headed by Isaac Gruenbaum, pro-

tested against the fact that individ-

uals had to present certificates in order to travel. The certificates, however, are needed for the trip to Europe and the return to the United States.

The two Palestine groups se-

sured allotments of certificates by the Jewish Agency, accusing them of shorting work in the field and that immigrants settled in the cities.

They offered to bring in alien immigrants, to work in the farms. The Jewish Agency has also threatened to deny certificates to Jews who have not negotiated with the Pal-

estine Government for a separate settlement.

Queens Doctors Hear
Meyer and Marvin

Rabbi Max Meyer and Judge Benjamin Marvin were among the leading Jewish speakers at a meeting of the Jewish Medical Society held in the Queen Hotel at the Free Syna-

gogue, Flushing. The society is composed of Jewish Physicians Committee in the State of New York for the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

Central Savings Bank
Accounts Reach High

August Ziser, president of the Central Savings Bank, announced yesterday that the number of new accounts in the institution opened in November was twenty-seven per cent higher than during that month in 1933. The total number of depositors is 210,000, entrenched by a record number of new accounts opened in the fourth quarter, which was the largest mutual savings bank in the State.

Unusual Apartments
on the fashionable EAST SIDE

Attractively Priced

Because these apartments have more space, more light, more comfort, more convenience, than others at the same rentals, we suggest you inspect them before renewing your present lease.

320 PARK AVENUE

W. Side, 10th to 11th St. Opposite Entrance to Flatiron Bldg. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 baths . . . . . . up to 12 rooms, 5 baths. Simplex and duplex.

910 PARK AVENUE

S. corner of 80th St. Specially constructed 6 room apartments and an extra apartment of 14 rooms, 5 baths.

1200 FIFTH AVENUE

N. East corner of 103rd Street, 4 rooms, 2 baths . . . . . . 17 rooms, 5 baths. Facing Central Park.

1056 FIFTH AVENUE

N. corner of 77th St. One apartment to a floor, 4 rooms, 4 baths . . . . . . 17 rooms. See resident Superin-

tendent on premises.

You're invited into the Blue Ribbon Family!

Dignity and charm distin-

guish Blue Ribbon reception rooms.

You must see these apartments Close by Central Park, your smart Blue Ribbon home is ready—with all the service features that only have made these modern residential hotels famous.

Wide windows for plenty of sunlight and air ... glazing, heating, ... handy service facilities, ... rooms equipped with refrigerators, clothing valet, laundry and complete 24-hour ser-

vice. Uniformed bellboys ... splendid restaurants serving tasty meals at thrifty prices.

In these exclusive studio and hotel apartments without delay! You'll be proud of your correct Blue Ribbon address, delighted to find moderate rentals allow you to keep within your budget.

1-2-3-4-5 rooms, furnished and unfurnished

STANDISH HALL... 45 West 11st St. FRANCONIA... 20 West 72nd Street BANCOFT... 40 West 72nd Street BREWSTER... 21 West 86th Street CAMERON... 41 West 86th Street

BLUE RIBBON HOTEI

The spacious chamber of your Blue Ribbon reception room.
Marty Glickman, the outstanding quarterback in metropolitan scholastic football, has been selected as halfback of the All-Bulletin's Jewish All-Scholastic team.

Marty Glickman

Glickman, a senior at Madison, is the outstanding football player in this stellar aggregation. He is destined for big things on collegiate gridiron. For the second year he has been quarterback of the Golden Tornado. He is a brilliant field general, a good line backer, a perfect passer, and at the same time is the fastest sprinter in the city. He can cover 100 yards in 10.2 while in football action.

Sandick, of Roosevelt, was Glickman's opponent in the recent clash. The game was all Sandick, though his efforts were to no avail because of the splendid Madison defense.

Several thousand more students are using Jewish Current News this year than any other year in the history of the paper. Teachers in increasing numbers endorse the only paper used by Jewish students in New York City.